Pandion has worked closely with educational providers to create a program designed to meet the challenges of today’s workforce environment. According to a Gallop study, only 33% of U.S. workers feel engaged in their work. It also found that engaged employees were 144% more productive than those who were merely “satisfied.”

FALL 2019 COURSE OFFERINGS*

ACTUALIZED LEADERSHIP — 10/29 | 8AM-12PM
- Understand the motivational needs that drive your leadership style and how this impacts your team.

$299 PP

OVERVIEW OF THE INFLUENCER MODEL — 11/12 | 1PM-5PM
- Understanding the six sources of influence to achieve results.
- Understanding how to break down the model into workable templates using participants own scenarios to develop an action plan.

$199 PP

TEAM EFFECTIVENESS — 12/17 | 8AM-12PM
- Understand our preferred role on a team and the strengths we bring to create a high performing team. Using the Belbin Team Role Profile, participants gain insights from current team members on strengths and blind spots.

$299 PP

DO YOU THINK YOUR ORGANIZATION COULD BENEFIT FROM IMPROVING THE SKILLS OF YOUR WORKFORCE AND DRIVING EMPLOYEE-ENGAGEMENT?

Registration opens October 4th — Space is limited
POTENTIAL TOPICS INCLUDE:

• Making Meetings Count
• Overview of the Influencer Model
• Leadership in the Internet Age – What Motivates People, Why We Care
• DISC Behavioral Profile – Behavior in 4 Measureable, Observable Areas
• Everyday Practical Leadership – 5 Steps to Team Success
• Dealing with Difficult People – A Process for the Worst Issues

... and many more

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT:

TODD HAVRANEK
Director of Business Development
thavranek@pandionalliance.com | 585.273.8193